The Holstein International team is searching for a new colleague
We are looking for an:

International Sales Manager
The publishing house, Holstein International BV, is renowned for its magazine Holstein International (12 issues per
year; published in 5 languages). KuhFacto (published in German-speaking countries), HI Plus (Dutch-speaking
countries), The Holstein Hub (US and Canada), Dairy Breeds International and Brown Swiss International are
other publications it is famed for.
For these magazines we work with an active sales team, which focus on international media sales of:
advertisements, cross media campaigns, brochures and so on. Given the expansion of titles and the
growing interest for our magazines, we do not have enough hands on deck. That’s why we are looking
for a new colleague to expand our team, if possible full time (part time can be discussed).

Looking for t!
Reinforcemen

The location from where your job takes place depends on your place of residence; this could be
at our office in Stiens, Netherlands, or working from home is also a possibility. The international
character of this job and our publications requires fluent English speaking skills; fluency in German
and/or French is favourable. Knowledge of the dairy industry and/or genetics can be useful, but it’s not
essential. Thanks to our enthusiastic team, you will soon feel confident in this special and unique world!
We are always looking for contact with existing and potential customers worldwide. At Holstein International
we highly value regular consultation with our customers to build relationships and realize results. When
necessary you will visit expos, shows or customers. You ensure that you make a success of your job. But of course,
we will be regularly consulting and supporting each other as a HI team.
Are you curious about and / or interested in this fascinating and international job? And would you like to be
part of an enthusiastic team? Please contact Berber van Amerongen before January 25th 2018 or apply by sending
your motivation and CV to: b.amerongen@holsteininternational.com
For any questions, please contact Berber: +31-654796317

